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ABSTRACT

Industry 4.0 operations enable you to fuse physical and digital processes

by connecting everything from vehicles to sensors and mobile workers in

the most flexible, affordable, secure and reliable way. By digitalizing oper�

ations, enterprises can easily transform data into insights and become

more agile and proactive. To meet the requirements of AI, machine learn�

ing and automation, industries need highly reliable, low latency and

secure wireless connectivity with high bandwidth. 4.9G/LTE and 5G

industrial�grade private wireless net�works are the only wireless solutions

available that have proven records to meet the demands of Industry 4.0

mission� and business�critical applications. They provide robust, secure

and reliable connectivity for everything that is critical to your operations,

from people and machines to sensors and analytics. Radio access points

provide coverage of your outdoor and indoor spaces, similar to Wi�Fi, but

you will need far fewer. Unlike Wi�Fi, there is a core network, which is the

key to enabling mobility, ensuring security and maintaining quality�of�

service parameters. The backhaul network is no different than what you

would use to connect Wi�Fi access points, whether cabled Ethernet, pas�

sive optical LAN and/or microwave depending on the application and the

distances served. 
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4G/5G Adoption (Source: ABI Research) 
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